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Color is what CTI is all about. Since 1982, it has been the leading powder coating manufacturer in the Philippines, providing state-of-the-art, high-quality color solutions to industrial and commercial manufacturers in the country.

LEARN MORE

						

						
One color defines everything we produce at Chemrez: green. We call it Green Chemistry, a promise to drastically reduce or even eliminate the use of hazardous substances and minimize the generation of it.

LEARN MORE

						

						
Corro-Coat product line is made with high-quality material, and meet demanding global standards. Corro-Coat has the product to meet your specific need.


LEARN MORE




					
						Avail of Our Customized Color Matching
 

Using our state of the art spectrophotometer, we will accurately match any shade



	Consistent Quality
	Experienced Technical Support


Download Brochure
					

				


Why Choose Us?
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						Complete Service Solution
View Detail
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						Quality Equipment
View Detail
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						D&L Partner
View Detail
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						Recognized and Trusted
View Detail
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						Nationwide Service
View Detail
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						ISO Certified
View Detail
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							Corro-Coat acquires Chemrez Inc.

						

						
							 
To Our Valued Customers and Business Partners:
We are pleased to announce that...
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							COSMIC COLORS


LUNA COLLECTION


Let moonlight shine with radiant whites, temperate neutral and midnight blacks.


DOWNLOAD








SOL COLLECTION


The smoldering beauty of the sun inspires this set of deep reds. fiery oranges and bright yellows.

DOWNLOAD



STELLA COLLECTION


Galaxies, nebulas, entire universes of color, re-imagined in brilliant metallics.


DOWNLOAD








TERRA COLLECTION


The smoldering beauty of the sun inspires this set of deep reds. fiery oranges and bright yellows.

DOWNLOAD
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							REPUBLIC POWDERCOAT CORPORATION (PHILIPPINES)

						

						
							Verified Component List AAMA Certification Program May 2019
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							Verified Component List AAMA Certification Program July 2018
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Send Us a Message

Please share your details below and we will get in touch with you soon.















 Your Name

     

 Your Email

     

 Your Message

     














FAQ’S


Coat too thin. Impossible to increase thickness.
	Possible Solution

	Increase voltage, increase fluidization, increase powder feed.
	Check resistance (ohm) between two different supports/objects on conveyor. Ideal film reading is 0 ohm.
	Check earth connection from conveyor and outward.
	Check spraying equipment, fuses, voltage, electrodes in gun mouth, all electrical connections to high tension cable.
	Check powder by using another powder spray gun.

	

 Thin or no coat at support hooks.
	Possible Solution

	Problem due to poor earth connection and should be investigated

	

 Poor flow - orange peel effect.
	Possible Solution

	Increase fluidization from spray gun.
	If possible, reduce voltage.
	Use fastest possible heating cycle in oven.
	Adjust film thickness to give best possible appearance.
	Check optimum distance between object and gun mouth.
	Problem may be due to poor earth connection.

	

 Different powder outputs from guns.
	Possible Solution

	Different hose lengths between powder feed and gun.
	Air pressure too low.
	Ejector fault, or partial blocking of ejector, hose and gun.

	

 Gun sputters.
	Possible Solution

	Adjust atomization air.
	Replace hoses between powder feed and gun. Alternatively replace with hoses of smaller bore.
	Check that compressed air is free of water and oil.

	

 Yellow or brown spots or stripes on the final coat.
	Possible Solution

	Poor cleaning.
	Residues of cleaning agent (moisture).
	Check that compressed air is free of water and oil.
	If cloths used for wiping, check if suitable for the use.

	


Craters-full depth.
	Possible Solution

	Indicate contamination of object prior to coating.
	Check whether water based paint (acryl) has been used nearby.
	Check whether there is silicon in any materials / lubricants etc. Often used when welding.

	


Craters - fish eyes.
	Possible Solution

	Usually indicate contamination of the powder, though may also indicate contamination of object.
	Check that compressed air is free of water and oil.
	Check that powder is free of craters when using another spraygun or by melting powder on a plate.
	Test the powder coat of other objects.

	


Curing.
	Possible Solution

	Check that all thermostats are working properly.
	If possible check metal temperature using temperature recorder.
	Check air circulation.
	When all above points are functioning properly, increase or decrease the conveyor speed until hardening is correct.

	


No powder from gun.
	Possible Solution

	Check all fuses.
	Check compressed air.
	Blow through pneumatic system with air gun.

	


Particles/dirt in powder coat film.
	Possible Solution

	Check that product is completely clean before coating.
	Prevent dust from entering spray box. Remember that all air borne dust particles can enter the spray booth due to air flow through the booth.
	Sieve powder and examine residue in sieve.
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PRIMARY PRODUCTS
				EPOXY
	EPOXY-Polyester
	Polyester
	Polyester Prime
	Polyester Extra Prime
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 65 Calle Industria, Bagumbayan, Quezon City, 1110 Philippines
 (632) 635-0680 loc 252 (trunkline)

(632) 637-6099 or 98 (facsimile)




marketing@corrocoat.com.ph
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